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Presently Russian coal mining is a market segment of the 
Russian economy, with practically 100% of the private 
ompanies.
During 1994 – 2007 the industry passed through a difficult 
period of restructuring and transformed from the one 
making planned losses to the effective sector of fuel and 
power sector of the market economy, having achieved 
the first positive results in providing the country with coal 
stably.
During the last decade great changes occurred in the 
working conditions of the coal producers. Most of the 
assets were acquired by financial groups, steel producers, 
coal and power holdings.
Russia has anticipated reserves about 4 trillion tons, 
which makes about 30% of the total world reserves, and 
this is more than in any other country.
Minable reserves, with exploration categories A+B+C1 
make more than 190 billion tons, those provisionally 
estimated to category C2 make 79 billion tons.
Russian coal is used practically in all parts of Russia, and 
is produced in 26 regions. The main mining regions are 
West and East Siberia. Kuzbass, the leading coal basin 
of the country gets priority development, Kansk-Achinsk 
basin has a high development potential.
In 2010 coal was produced at 137 opencast mines and 91 
underground mines with the total annual outputs of 380 
million tons. Coal is processed at 49 preparation factories 
and 2 preparation plants with the total capacities above 
170 million tons.
The average monthly production of a face worker was 
more than 200 tons in 2010 (115% to 2009).
Coal production in 2010 made 323 million tons, which 
is 20.4 million tons (+7%) higher than in 2009 and 6 
million tons     (-2%) lower than in the most successful for 
coal industry 2008 (329 million tons). Steam coal outputs 
made 257.9 million tons, coking coal outputs were 65.1 
million tons. Opencast production made 220.9 million 
tons, underground production made 102.1 million tons.
2011 coal production is forecasted at 350 million tons. 
In the first half of 2011 outputs made more than 159.7 
million tons.
In 2010 115.3 million tons of Russian coal were exported 
(+7.9 million tons, or +7% to 2009). 17.2 million tons 
(116% growth) were exported to adjacent countries. 
The greater part of the exportation is shipped to a few 
importing countries, such as Ukraine, UK, Turkey, China, 
Japan, Netherlands, Poland and South Korea (their share 
makes 70% of the country’s export).
Last year export to China saw high growth, reaching 10.8 
million tons.
In the first half of 2011 Russia has already exported 57.3 
million tons.
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Limited Liability Company
“Yurginsky machine engineering plant”

Commitment to excellence
Yurmash is one of the major machine building enterprises in Russia.  

For almost 70 years the plant has been operating as a powerful multi-
divisional structure ranging from foundry and steel melting to assembly of 
complicated machinery of next generation.

Mining equipment has been manufactured since 1992 and this activity is 
given the highest priority. Today Yurmash is an engineering center for coal 
mining in Kuzbass and a major manufacturer and supplier of coal mining 
equipment in Russia. The company manufactures a complete range of 
mainly in-house design machinery and equipment for longwall mining:

- Roof support designed for operating in seam heights of 0,8 - 5,5 m, 
with a support resistance of up to 1400 kN/m2, unit installation spacing 
within 1,5 - 1,75 m and advance increment  0,63 m and 1 m;

- Different modifications of armoured face conveyors with a line pan 
width of 0,63 - 1 m for operating in longwall of up to 300 m;

- Longwall shearers К500YU with a rated capacity of 605 kW;
- Roadheaders KPYU-50 with a rated capacity of 270 kW;
- Face-end supports, mine roadway roof support sections;
- Crushers with a driven rated capacity of up to 300 kW;
- A variety of stage loaders with a line pan width of 0,7 to 1,1 m.
Our machinery bearing the mark «YURGA» efficiently works in mines 

and open pits over Russia and CIS countries. Manufacturing of mining 
equipment meeting the requirements of international standards is possible 
thanks to the highly qualified staff, efficient project solutions as well as 
modern technologies used in production. The company carries out the 
improvement and modernization programme, and installs unique high-
precision machinery equipment of the international leaders. The company’s 
quality control department performs the required testing by means of 
advanced gauges, measuring units and devices to achieve and approve 
compliance with various product requirements and customer’s needs.

Equipment made by Yurginsky machine engineering plant provides 
a combination of high performance, high efficiency and quality and was 
awarded medals and diplomas many times at the international exhibitions 
and fairs in Russia and abroad. In 2008 the company simultaneously 
established an integrated nanagement sistem to the requirements of such 
three international standards as ISO 9001 (quality management system), 
ISO 14001 (environmental management system), OHSAS 18001 (health 
and safety management system).

The company acts as a Prime Contractor performing a complete range 
of works to deliver, assemble and install mining systems and accepts full 
responsibility for their operation.
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According to the Energy Strategy of Russia Coal for the 
period till 2030 coal production will increase and coal will 
considerably replace the share of natural gas in electric-
ity and heat of generation. Besides, gas export escalat-
ing from Russia to other countries is one of the most ef-
fective tools of foreign policy of our country. Gas demand 
European countries will steadily increase next decade and 
it will be Russia`s task to meet this demand appreciably. 
Thus, substitution of natural gas by increasing coal share 
in power generation is a strategic problem of not only do-
mestic, but also foreign policy of Russia.

In connection with the above-stated the analysis of min-
ing and geological conditions of coal seams winning at the 
operating and perspective mines as well as the estima-
tion of coal seam qualitative characteristics. Data of 207 
operating and 220 perspective coal seams has been ana-
lyzed.

The analysis of mining and geological conditions of coal 
seams winning has allowed to develop classifications and 
typifications of the coal seams, which on the one hand 
characterize the degree of their suitability to the effective 
development, and on the other hand it characterizes pe-
culiarities of seam geological structure, their collapsibility 
and physicomechanical character of coal containing rocks 
with reference to selection of winning and hading equip-
ment. The developed typifications have been connected 
into the uniform classification matrix where each element 
corresponds to the certain group on structure and on cat-
egory of seam collapsibility and also can be accepted as a 
complex classification indicator.

Analysis results of mining and geological conditions of 
coal seam deposits have provided the basis for typifica-
tion of coal seams on degree of their suitability to effective 
development. According to the typification the seams are 
conditionally divided into hi-tech (profitability of 16-30%), 
technological (profitability of 5-15%) and non-technologi-
cal (profitability less than 5% or equal to zero).

Indicators of seam ash content, coal moisture content, 
sulfur content, volatile matter and gross calorific value are 
estimated for the analysis of qualitative characteristics of 
coal seams. Summary data about all above-stated seams 
which are developed by deep mining has allowed giving 
the generalized qualitative characteristics of various coal 
marks on the basic coal basins of Russia.
The results of the executed researches lay in the root of 
the information system for forecasting of raw-material base 
development of coal industry. The system gives the chance 
for coal mining predictive assessment for the set term, and 
also allows stating perspective estimation on mines adapt-
ability level on typical conditions. Only data of those mines 
which for the period specified by the user were operating 
is considered at forecasting. The list of operating mines is 
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formed from the list of not taken out of service mines for 
the year which was set by the user and from the list of per-
spective mines which are planned to input in the set year.

The full list of the forecasting estimates is the following: 
• The production forecast in the whole and in breakdown 

on coal marks of the whole branch and of separate re-
gions for the specified year;

• The forecast on mines adaptability level of the whole 
branch and on separate regions;

• The forecast on typical conditions of the branch; 
• The forecast on typical conditions of the regions.

The information system consists of two basic modules – 
the module of information input and editing and the mod-
ule of forecasts delivery. All information is stored in a da-
tabase under the control of SUBD MS SQL Server 2008. 
The module of input and information editing represents 
the interface to the database, allowing the user to fill the 
base with the actual information and to edit the data. The 
information which is entered into the base is divided into 
three basic groups – the data from operating mines, the 
data from perspective mines and directories. The infor-
mation about mountain-geological conditions of develop-
ment, deposit, qualitative characteristics of coal seams 
and also daily average coal mining volume is stored only 
for operating and perspective mines. Directories contain 
descriptions of fragile and plastic coal properties, lytho-
types, structures of firm inclusions and roof types.

The typical group of structure complexity and a collaps-
ibility category of a seam are automatically defined at the 
information input into the database about separate coal 
seam. The calculation of the given indicator isn’t carried 
out in a case of data lack, but possibility of the subsequent 
editing of the data about a seam for the purpose of infor-
mation addition to a minimum which is necessary at calcu-
lation of typical conditions remains.

The forecasting module allows to receive the report on 
coal mining, mines adaptability level, typical conditions 
for the period which was set by the user. Besides, the list 
of operating and perspective mines is edited in the given 
module. Editing consists of the mines exception out of the 
operating list and imitation of perspective mines putting 
into operation. Thus, the mine is marked in a database as 
operating or not operating.

All further forecasts are based on the basis of mines lists 
which were operated in the set year. All unpromising mines 
which were closed till the specified year and perspective, 
placed into operation after year on which the forecast is 
under construction, are excluded from the list at calcula-
tion. The forecast is given to the user in a tabular kind or 
in the graph form.

AFANASIEV Valentin
Doctor econ. sciences, professor 
(State University of management, Moscow)

LINNIK Vladimir
Candidate techn. sciences, docent 
(State University of management, Moscow)

Information system 
development for the 
development forecasting of 
the raw-material base of coal 
industry
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